
1,430,000 € V2602  3 Bedrooms Villa In Benitachell

The exclusivity of Villa Llebeig makes this villa a home you want to live

throughout the year and enjoy the mild temperatures of Residential Resort

Cumbre del Sol, on the Costa Blanca. Its entrance on the upper level leads us

to large windows from which we can observe the greatness of the

Mediterranean sea and highlights the effect of natural lightning. On the right-

hand side we find two spacious bedrooms with each an independent bathroom

and with access to a practical terrace where you'll want to see the sunrise every

day. The left gives way to the main bedroom, with large dressing room and an

en suite bathroom. The master bedroom has got a large private terrace from

where to enjoy relax and the beautiful views. Stairs with modern lines and glass

rails provide lightness to the space and leads us to the dining room with double

height, creating a feeling of spaciousness. This diaphanous space has a

kitchen with island, equipped with hig...(Ask for More Details!)
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Villa

Benitachell

3

5

537m² Build Size

826m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

Additional Features

Air Conditioning Barbacue
BBQ Area Close To Services
Covered Terrace Double Glazing
Fitted Wardrobes Heating - Underfloor
Located In A Complex Near Schools
Near The Beach Near The Town Center
One Level Open Views
Orientation: Sur Pool: Private
Separate Toilet/WC Solarium
South Facing Terrace

+34 965 771 312www.valuvillas.cominfo@valuvillas.com


